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BIBLIO-BUZZ READER GUIDE
What's it ?
all about
Hello

Dear reader,
This educational resource pack is based on
Meg Grehan’s sensitive novel The Deepest Breath and is
an ideal guide for children in Key Stage 2 & 3. It includes
sneak peeks from the text, with corresponding reflection
questions and activities to keep you excited and eager to
read the book. Featuring themes of ‘Identity’, ‘Emotions’
and ‘Relationships’, this pack is the perfect guide to
enhance your reading in the classroom or at home.
We hope you enjoy working your way
through this pack.

ABOUT THE BOOK
A warm and sensitive LGBTQ+ story for young
readers from an award-winning author. Stevie is
eleven. She loves reading and sea creatures. She
lives with her mum, and she’s been best friends
with Andrew since forever. Stevie’s mum teases
her that someday they’ll get married, but Stevie
knows that won’t ever happen.
There’s a girl at school that she likes more.
A lot more. Actually, she’s a bit confused about
how much she likes her. It’s nothing like the way
she likes Andrew. It makes her fizz inside. That’s
a new feeling, one she doesn’t understand.
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Before you read
Think about the title. When does someone take a deep breath?
Think about swimming. Think about making a big decision or
facing an audience, for example.
Do you think the idea of taking a deep breath gives you some
inkling of how the main character in this book might be feeling
about things? Does it make you curious to read on and find out?

I like
the cover!

Did the covoeur?
appeal to y
Look at the cover image also.
What kind of impression does that make on you?
Publishers try to make their covers very attractive so that people
in bookshops might be drawn to pick up their books and buy them
– and read them! So it’s important that publishers put covers on
their books that the right kind of reader (the right age for the book,
for example) might be drawn to pick it up. Does the cover of this
book make you want to explore it? What kind of mood do you
think it creates? What kinds of ideas run through your mind
as you look at it?
Turn it over and look at the blurb. Does that attract your attention,
arouse your curiosity, tempt you to open the book? Can you say
why? (There is no right answer to this question. It’s just meant to
get you to think about it. So think about it!).
Now open up the book and take a flick through the pages. The first
thing you will notice about this book is that the text looks like
poetry. Hey, you might think, I thought this was a novel! I’m not in
the poetry section of the bookshop, am I?
Right, you probably are not in the poetry section. So can a novel
look like this? Well, evidently it can! This is what we call a verse
novel. In other words, the author has written a story, as you would
expect in a novel, but she has laid it out like poetry. Why do you
think she might have done that?
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Reading a verse novel
Did you notice
the writing
is in verse?

Have a read of a few random lines from anywhere in the book.
Let the words play in your head in the way they are laid out on
the page: in other words, take a very slight pause in your head
at the end of each line and see if, over time, you begin to
read the novel rhythmically, like reading poetry. (Which it is!)

As you read it, does it feel like poetry to you? Or only sort-of poetry?
Or is it much the same as prose, only broken up? (Again, there
are no right answers to these questions. Your own response to the
writing is valid, whatever it is.)
When you first noticed that this story is written in verse, did that
make you feel a bit intimidated by it? Did you maybe think, Oh,
poetry, no, I don’t read poetry? Or did you think, Oh, I like poems,
let’s see how this goes?
Even if you find the idea of reading a novel in verse a bit daunting
at first, give it a go! You may be surprised to find that in many
ways it is easier to read than prose. Poetry can sometimes be a
little more demanding to read than prose, because the poet may be
using language in an unusual way; but when an author chooses to
write a story in verse, they are usually not going to be writing in a
difficult or demanding way. They have a story to tell. Yes, they take
a particular decision about how they use language, but that doesn’t
mean it is going to be difficult. Just rhythmic.

What do
you think?

In fact, people who struggle with reading – maybe because they
have an eyesight problem or they are dyslexic or just find reading
hard – often find it easier to read novels like this. When you read an
ordinary line of prose that runs from one margin to the other in a
book, your eye has to travel right across the page, and then it has to
swivel back again to the left-hand margin and find the right line
before scooting off again across the page. Over time, this can be quite
tiring. Reading short, narrow lines like the ones we have here in The
Deepest Breath is much more restful. Would you agree?
Here’s a thing you might try. Take a page or so of the book and write
or type it out in ordinary continuous prose with no line breaks. Then
read your version – out loud if you like, or in your head if you prefer.
Then read the original again – out loud or in your head, it doesn’t
really matter (though out loud might make it easier to hear the
differences). Did doing this help you to understand why the book is
written as it is?
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The story
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Here’s a brief over view of this novel, with some information
about the story. (Skip this bit if you’d rather read it yourself
before hearing how someone else describes it.)
Stevie is eleven and loves reading and sea-creatures. She lives with her
mum, and she’s been best friends with Andrew since forever. Stevie’s mum
teases her that someday they’ll get married, but Stevie knows that won’t ever
happen. There’s girl at school that she likes more. A lot more. Actually, she’s
a bit confused about how much she likes her. It’s nothing like the way she
likes Andrew. It makes her fizz inside. That’s a new feeling, one she doesn’t
understand.
Stevie needs to find out if girls can like girls – love them, even – but it’s hard to
get any information, and she’s too shy to ask out loud about it. But maybe she
can find an answer in a book.
With the help of a librarian, Stevie finds stories of girls loving girls, and builds
up her courage to share the truth with her mum. Do you think you would be
interested in reading a book like this?
Do you think this would only be of interest to people who are or think they
might be gay? Or do you think it’s an interesting topic for everyone? Is it an
important thing for everyone to think about?

How the story is told
The story starts by introducing Stevie. Or rather, Stevie introduces herself.
In other words, this book is in the first person – the writer of the book is
pretending to be the main character and is telling the story as if they are
that character.
Have you read many novels in the first person? Or have you read more in the
third person – where the writer tells the story more from the outside, telling
what is happening and calling the characters by their names or ‘he’ and ‘she’
instead of using ‘I’?
What difference do you think the author’s decision to write in the first person
(‘I’) makes to the way the story comes across to the reader? Do you feel closer
to the person /narrator? What kinds of novels do you think are better told in
the first person rather than the third? Why?
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Characters

Think about ...
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Which character do you get to know best in this story?
Why is that? Do you like Stevie? What is it about her that makes you like
her? As the story goes on, do you like her more and more? Would you call
Stevie a curious girl? Is that her main characteristic? What other adjectives
would you use to describe her? Which of these words do you think best
describe her? Choose three that are really accurate and three that you
think are totally wrong:

FUNNY
WARM

SLY

CURIOUS

NASTY

NAIVE
DREAMY

HONEST

DAFT

NERVOUS

BEWILDERED

EXCITABLE
KIND

t
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SWEET Wh ribe Stevie?
dec

RUDE
CALM

WONDERING
QUIET

LOVING

EXCEPTIONAL
WORRIED

DEVIOUS
FRIENDLY

Do you find Stevie’s interest in the sea and sea-creatures interesting?
What do you think this tells us about Stevie and the kind of girl she is? Do
you have any special interests like this that you think describe the kind of
person you are?
What other characters in the story do you like?
Do you have a favourite character? Do you prefer the child
characters or the adult characters? Why?
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Relationships
Think about Stevie’s relationship with her mum. Do you think
she is afraid of her mum? Or is she afraid for her mum?
Why do you think they have the kind of relationship they have? Is
it because of the kind of people they are or is it because of the things
that have happened in their lives? Can you imagine them having a
different kind of relationship in different circumstances? Can you
imagine how their relationship will develop as Stevie grows up?

What do
you think?

Stevie’s friend Chloe is an important character in the story. This is
mostly because of how Stevie feels about her, but it’s also because
of the kind of person she is. Chloe is definitely a very good friend
to Stevie, very kind and thoughtful and good fun. (Think about the
toy octopus!) Do you think Chloe feels the same way about Stevie as
Stevie feels about her? Do you think the author knows the answer to
this question? Does it matter? Why or why not?
Andrew is also a good friend to Stevie, but he is much less important
in the story. Why do you think this is? Do you think Stevie is a lucky
girl? Why or why not?

The emotions

Did you get ?
emotional

A lot of people who read this book find it very moving. Some of them
even cry. Did it make you cry? If so, what was the moment when the
tears trickled down? Do you think the author meant you to cry? Or is
it just that the story is very moving? This is not a book for everyone,
but for the right kind of reader, it is a very powerful book. Do you
agree with this statement? What makes you agree or disagree?
Books like this about the emotions and with a main character who is
female are often thought of as ‘girls’ books’. Do you think this is a book
a boy would read and enjoy?
Would you recommend this book to a friend? Who would you tell
about it? What would you say to pique their interest? Would you read
another Meg Grehan book if you came across one? (She has written
another book, as it happens, on a similar theme, but it is for older
readers, aged about 14 and older. It is called The Space Between and is
also published by Little Island.)
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Reader Guide

You’ve now reached the end of this
pack for The Deepest Breath.
We hope these notes have proved to be a useful and fun
introduction to the themes and ideas found within this book.
We would love to see examples of any work created as a result of this pack,
so please do email them over to us at: learning@alexandrapalace.com

Lets go!

Have Fun!

Good luck
xo

More Biblio-Buzz Resources
You can find more resources for the 2021 reading list at

www.alexandrapalace.com/learning
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